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2017 – 2018 


Clemson Phi Kappa 


 


A. Initiations   


For the academic year, Clemson Phi Kappa hosted one initiation for the year, that being 


held in the spring semester. The Clemson University Mechanical Engineering department is 


quite large in terms of number of undergraduate students. Therefore, the academic requirements 


for eligibility to join the chapter are very selective. Eligible students were selected from the top 


5, 10, and 15 percent of the sophomore, junior, and senior classes, respectively. The Clemson Phi 


Kappa chapter also requires that mechanical engineering students eligible to join have 


successfully completed the Statics & Dynamics course with a B letter grade, as it is the basic 


introductory course of the major, and the most important to establish the foundation for other 


courses. This class is generally taken in the fall semester of sophomore year, which is one reason 


as to why hold the initiation in the spring since many new students were currently enrolled. 


Students that met these requirements were extended an invitation to attend a meeting where 


dinner was supplied and they had the opportunity to meet with the chapter officers and some 


current members to learn more about the organization and get to know members. Initiation was 


held two weeks after this meeting, allowing the initiates enough time to acquire signatures from 


two professors (at least one of those being a mechanical engineering professor), endorsing the 


academic ability and character of the eligible students. Students were asked to bring their 


signature sheets as well as chapter dues to the initiation meeting. 


The initiation ceremony followed the structure presented in the Pi Tau Sigma Chapter 


Manual. The initiates met in the mechanical engineering building and were gathered outside the 


ceremony room, where they were given blindfolds to wear and were led in to the room. Once sat 


down, the initiates removed their blindfolds to see a dimly lit room with the Pi Tau Sigma 


officers standing at the front of the room. Also at the front of the room, the crest and key were 


displayed on a table to be used during the ritual. The ceremony was led by the chapter president 


and vice-president, with each of the initiates individually making their pledges. After the 


ceremony, a presentation was made to highlight a few of the important notes that the new 


members needed to be aware of. The, both new and old members celebrated with food and drinks 


to end the night. 


The spring initiation took place on March 1, 2018, where six new members were initiated 


into the chapter. All of the newly-initiated members were undergraduate mechanical engineering 


students. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


At the beginning of the year, an officer election was held to replace the former vice 


president who had graduated. The officers from the previous year remained in their positions 







along with other members volunteering to help when some officers were away from campus 


while on a work co-op experience. 


Throughout the year, Pi Tau Sigma members were invited to several departmental 


meetings. In these meetings, the department head and other faculty and staff met with students to 


have a real back and forth conversation to help make improvements to the department. Students 


throughout the department worked to help make improvements to the major, including starting 


the process to the major having concentrations available in the near future. 


Each of the officers also attended several informational meetings to meet with the 


candidates interviewing to become the new Mechanical engineering department head. Officers 


from each of the Mechanical Engineering professional organizations as well as faculty and staff 


helped to hire a new department head to begin their job at the start of the next school year. 


The major event put on every year by the Clemson Phi Kappa chapter is the Pi Tau 


Sigma Mechanical Engineering Awards Banquet. This banquet is put on by the Pi Tau Sigma 


chapter alongside the mechanical engineering department, including the other professional 


student organizations. Throughout the year, sponsors and donors were found to help provide 


awards and scholarships. This event recognizes the achievements of those in the mechanical 


engineering department, including undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty and staff. Each 


year, a speaker is invited to talk about a topic of their choice during the dinner. The speaker for 


this year was Dr. Sez Atamturktur, former professor and current director of the Office of 


Research and Development at Clemson University. She had recently been accepted to the Higher 


Education Research Services (HERS) Institute at the University of Denver, a program to help 


lead the advancement of women in STEM. Her presentation centralized around her research as 


well as her interest of women in STEM. The night was very successful and many students, their 


families, and faculty and staff had a fun night where they all were able to interact and enjoy a 


great dinner together recognizing the hard work of all those within the department. 


 


C. Other 


 The major focus of this schoolyear was to establish a larger social presence within the 


mechanical engineering department, working with the other student organizations within the 


department more involved. There seemed to be a lack of interaction between mechanical 


engineering students outside of the class and lab space. Other majors in the college seem to be a 


lot more tightly-knit, and there are continuing hopes to have more social interactions within the 


major, something difficult to do with such a large major. 


 Social events like a department game night with free bowling, billiards, and food were 


held to have students come together for a good time. Departmental student organizations also 


worked to organize nights to see local minor league baseball and hockey games, but ultimately 


fell through due to a lack of committed interest. 







 Work for the future will focus on continuing this social network to hopefully improve 


student involvement in organizations, as well as place more of an emphasis on community 


engagement. 








2016 – 2017 


Clemson Phi Kappa 


 


A. Initiations   


For the academic year, Clemson Phi Kappa hosted two initiations, one each in the fall 


and spring. Due to the large number of students in the Mechanical Engineering department at 


Clemson University, the academic requirements for eligibility to join the chapter are strict. 


Eligible students were selected from the top 5, 10, and 15 percent of the sophomore, junior, and 


senior classes, respectively. Clemson Phi Kappa also requires that mechanical engineering 


students eligible to join have successfully completed the Statics & Dynamics course as it is the 


foundational course of the major. Qualified students were extended an invitation to attend an 


informational meeting, where students got to enjoy dinner with the chapter officers and some 


current members to learn more about the organization and get to know the people involved in it. 


Initiations were held a week or two after this informational meeting, giving the eligible initiates 


enough time to acquire signatures from two professors, one of which must have been in the 


mechanical engineering department, endorsing the academic aptitude and character of the 


eligible students. These signatures, as well as chapter dues, were brought to initiation. 


Each of the initiations followed the structure presented in the Pi Tau Sigma Chapter 


Manual. Soon-to-be initiates were gathered outside the ceremony room, where they donned 


blindfolds and were led in to the ceremony space. Upon removal of the blindfolds, the students’ 


eyes opened to a dimly-lit room with the chapter officers standing in the front of the room, 


alongside framed images of the Pi Tau Sigma crest and key, and current members in the back of 


the room. The ritual was performed by the President and Vice President, with each of the 


initiates individually pledging to uphold the values of Pi Tau Sigma. After conclusion of the 


ceremony, the new initiates were celebrated with food and drinks as new and old members got to 


know each other. 


During the fall initiation on October 26, 2016, three students were inducted into the 


chapter. In the spring, initiation took place on March 16, 2017, and five new members were 


initiated into the chapter. All eight of the newly-initiated were undergraduate mechanical 


engineering students. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


One of the main activities of the year was the election of new officers to run the Clemson 


Phi Kappa chapter. For this academic year, all previous officers were slated to graduate in the 


winter and subsequent spring. Five new officers were elected by the current members of the 


chapter at the end of the fall semester. At the start of the spring semester, due to unforeseen 


circumstances, the newly-elected president of our chapter had to step down from his position. At 


the beginning of February, the vice president assumed the role of president. 







The major event put on by the Clemson Phi Kappa chapter was the Pi Tau Sigma 


Mechanical Engineering Awards Banquet. This banquet at the end of the spring semester is a 


year-long project planned in conjunction with Pi Tau Sigma and the Mechanical Engineering 


department. This great event recognizes the hard work and achievements of those in the 


mechanical engineering department, awarding prizes and recognition for undergraduates, 


graduate students, and faculty and staff. Throughout the year, Pi Tau Sigma officers work to find 


private and corporate sponsors to help fund the event and these awards. Each year, a speaker is 


invited to present a popular-level science-based talk. This year, at the discretion of the Pi Tau 


Sigma officers with endorsement from the department, chose a speaker outside the realm of 


mechanical engineering. The speaker for this year was Dr. Sean Brittain, an astrophysics 


professor and the leading global expert in the study of the birth of exoplanets in our universe, 


gave an engaging presentation on how engineering and technology, in recent history, has led to 


great developments in the field of science and humanity, leaps that had not been made in 


thousands of years. The night was a great success and allowed for fun, casual interaction 


between students, their families, and professors in our department. Pictures and the program 


from the event have not been published to the department’s website, but the invitation is 


provided below. 


 







C. Other 


 A major hurdle for this year was the election of the new officers. With the old officers 


leaving, and the struggle of getting new officers situated, the participation of our chapter in the 


Clemson community was hindered. Most of the monthly meetings for current members in the 


spring semester involved planning for the upcoming schoolyear, getting ideas to help boost the 


impact of our chapter. 


 In recent years, the Clemson Mechanical Engineering Department has seen a decline in 


student participation in events and organizations sponsored by the department. At the end of the 


spring semester, the presidents of our university’s five professional mechanical engineering 


organizations along with graduate students and the department head formed a student advisory 


board for the department to boost participation of our department’s students in the organizations, 


in the classroom, and the community. 


 Pi Tau Sigma is also represented in a newly formed, college-wide, engineering leadership 


program where the presidents of the engineering honor societies meet to take action to increase 


the interaction between the students and faculty as well as get everyone involved in engineering-


related events and activities. The goal is to help the Engineering College have a greater impact 


on campus outside of the classroom. 


 Over the summer, the president of our Phi Kappa chapter has been in contact with other 


leaders in the mechanical engineering organizations to help lead collaborative efforts on campus 


for the upcoming schoolyear. The president is also meeting with professors on campus during the 


summer to assist in preparations for the upcoming year to improve the dynamic between the 


department and the students.  








Clemson Phi Kappa 
Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 


Chartered September 10, 1984. 131. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


Increase member participation in chapter 
activities and local community service 
opportunities by requiring attendance at new 
member induction, strongly encouraging all 
members to attend new member meetings, 
strongly encouraging participation in chapter-
sponsored events such as the annual golf 
tournament, and requiring each active member 
to perform two hours of community service.  
Update chapter website and display case in 
Riggs Hall. 


Activities 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Annual Golf Tournament – a fundraiser for the 
mechanical engineering department that brings 
together faculty, students, and industry 
sponsors in friendly competition 
 
Pi Tau Sigma Convention at Georgia Tech – 
sent four delegates to the annual convention 
held the weekend of February 15th, 2008 at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology 


Graduates 
Cody Bailey – ExxonMobil Corporation, 


Huston, TX 
Robert D. Boyd, Jr. 
Heidi Channell – JD program at the University 


of South Carolina School of Law, 
Columbia, SC 


Matthew Duffin 
Amanda Hutchenson – Ph.D. program in 


Bioengineering 
Lindsey Iori – GE Energy, Bangor, ME 
Kevin Myers – Graduate school at the 


University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 
Mark Reiter – Graduate school at Clemson 


University, Clemson, SC 
Seneca Schepmann – Graduate school at 


Clemson University, Clemson, SC 
Christopher Stabler 


Awards & Recognition 
Pi Tau Sigma Clemson Phi Kappa – Chapter 


in Good Standing Award 
Highest Department GPA’s – Seneca 


Schepmann and Ben Wright 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Rea Cauthen Matthew Duffin 
Spring 2008 Pledges 


Devin Clancy Glenn Milner 
Shannon Edd Annie O'Dell 


Eric Fenimore Brad Wallace 
Shawn McElwain Alex Young 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
The outgoing president relinquishes a 
notebook and USB drive of Pi Tau Sigma 
information to the incoming president.  The 
outgoing president goes over contact 
information with the incoming president 
concerning room reservation, department 
contacts, and industry contacts. 
 
The outgoing vice president relinquishes Pi 
Tau Sigma materials to the incoming vice 
president and goes over how to contact new 
members, new member quiz, and induction 
ceremony. 
 
The outgoing treasurer helps the incoming 
treasurer fill out the change of officer form for 
the chapter’s bank account and goes over how 
to handle statements, funds, and receipts. 


Plans for 2008-2009 
Our chapter’s annual golf tournament will be 
held in the fall semester around the beginning 
of November.  This gives an opportunity for 
students, faculty, and industry to interact in a 
leisure environment.  This is also the only 
fundraiser out chapter will have during the 
academic year.  New initiates will be required 
to participate. 
 
The chapter plans on attending the national 
convention in February and will take all 
people possible given available funds and 
willing people. 
 
Pi Tau Sigma also plans the annual awards 
banquet for the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering for the spring semester.  The 
president is very active in the planning stages, 
gives several speeches at the banquet, and 
usually locates a speaker for the event.  


Chapter Officers 
President Cody Bailey 
Vice President Ben Wright  
Treasurer Amanda Hutchenson 
Secretary Heidi Channell 
Social Chair Kevin Myers 
Webmaster Jeff Mahony 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Imtiaz Haque 


Contact Information 
www.clemson.edu/~pitsig 
PITSIG-L@clemson.edu 


Reporter 
Heidi Channell 
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 PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT  


2009‐2010  


Clemson Phi Kappa  


A. Initiations  


Dates: 


Fall:    October 5, 2009 


Spring:   February 1, 2010 


 


Selection: 


A prospective list of new initiates is given to us with the help of the undergraduate student 


coordinator.  The requirements to be a member for Pi Tau Sigma is the student needs to be in the 


top 15% of the senior class, the top 10% for the junior class, or the top 5% of the sophomore 


class.  For the sophomore class, we look for students currently enrolled in the ME Statics and 


Dynamics class and cross them off of the list, with the idea being if the student is capable of still 


meeting the requirements after he/she has completed the class, then Pi Tau Sigma knows that 


they are going to continue in the ME curriculum.  Our reasoning for this is the student could 


have a 4.0, but has not completed any ME classes yet and we want to make sure they are going to 


stay in the ME curriculum. 


 


Initiation Procedure: 


The students are asked to wait outside the room until initiation is ready to begin.  They walk in 


single file and sit in the front row.  The rest of the Pi Tau Sigma members are in the back 


listening.  The initiation procedure designated in the Pi Tau Sigma guidelines is followed as far 


as what needs to be said to the new initiates.  Once the initiation is over, a small dinner is held 


for both the new initiates and the current members so that they can interact and meet one another.   


 


Requirements from Initiates: 


The initiates know coming in that they are required to do a service project of some sort.  This can 


be helping the chapter with event planning or pursuing a philanthropy project. The initiates are 


also required to obtain signatures of recommendation from two ME professors. 


 


B. Chapter Activities  


Annual Fundraiser (Golf Tournament): 


Every year in the fall we hold a golf tournament as a fundraiser for our Pi Tau Sigma chapter.  


This year was our ninth one.  We invite industry partners to play and sponsor the event.  The 


corporate sponsors are where 90% of the funds are raised.  Having industry in the tournament 


allows for not only students and ME faculty to interact on a non-academic level, but it also 


allows for networking opportunities for both the students and companies playing in the 


tournament.  This year, due to the economic situation (and most of our sponsors being related to 


the automotive industry) we didn’t have any corporate sponsors.  We thought that we might lose 


money on the event, but with some careful budgeting, we were able to raise $100 for our chapter. 







National Convention: 


We sent two of our members to the national convention this year.  They said they had a 


wonderful time.  The chapter worked with Clemson’s Student Government to help subsidize the 


trip.  This allowed Pi Tau Sigma and the ME Department to devote money to other activities. 


 


Greenville Children’s Hospital Philanthropy Project: 


The requirements for the new initiates in the spring were to complete a service project.  We 


asked the Lab Coordinator if he had anything, as we helped out last year with building a display 


case for a video game console.  He said that he had a project that needed funding and with which 


the students could participate.  The project was to design and build a theft prevention device for 


the controllers for the gaming console held in the entertainment center (Nindendo Wii).  Below is 


the completed design that was built and delivered to the Greenville Children’s Hospital by the 


spring initates of Pi Tau Sigma. 


 


 
 


 


Mechanical Engineering Awards Banquet: 


Pi Tau Sigma is responsible for hosting the annual awards banquet for the Department of 


Mechanical Engineering.  This is held in April, during the Awards Week for the university.  


There were some complaints from the past few years about the food, so we looked into it.  Rather 


than a plated meal, we decided to have a buffet.  This allowed everybody to get hot food and a 


good portion size (these were the items people had complained about in previous years). Pi Tau 


Sigma is also responsible for the Eugene H. Bishop Award, which recognizes excellence in 


undergraduate teaching. The chapter polls the students of the department in order to select the 


winner. This year’s award went to Dr. Mohammed Daqaq. 


 


 


C. Other  


N/A 


 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2014-2015 
 


Clemson Phi Kappa 
 


 A. Initiations 
 


Clemson Phi Kappa held two initiation ceremonies this year, the first on November 11th 
and the second on March 31st.  During our fall initiation, only two new members joined while in 
the spring we had eight new initiates.  The selection process for initiates is based on class rank.  
Invitations are sent out to the top 5% of sophomores, 10% of juniors, and 15% of seniors with 
class status based on credit hours.  In order to be initiated, students must attend the pre-initiation 
meeting where background information on Pi Tau Sigma is given.  The students must fill out the 
initiation form, provided in the Appendix, and must receive the signatures of two Clemson 
professors.  The students must then attend initiation and bring their $55 dues.  After initiation, 
the students must complete two hours of PTS service, usually at the ME Awards Banquet. 
 For initiation, the lights are dimmed in the room so that only the speaking officers are 
visible.  The new initiates are blindfolded and led into the dark room and are seated at the front 
of the room.  The president and vice president then lead initiation by reading through the Pi Tau 
Sigma initiation script.  The lights are then turned on and the new members are congratulated 
and welcomed into Pi Tau Sigma. 
 
 B. Chapter Activities 
 
 The Clemson Phi Kappa chapter held the first annual E-Week 3v3 Jamboree, see flyer 
below, for engineering week in late February.  Engineering week activities, as a whole, were 
scheduled and planned by Tau Beta Pi, the national engineering honors society.  Tau Beta Pi 
asked for other student organizations to participate in engineering week by holding events 
throughout the week to promote engineering.  The Clemson Phi Kappa chapter decided to hold a 
3v3 basketball tournament on campus for all engineering and science majors.  An entry fee of 
$20 per team covered most of the costs and a $60 gift card was awarded to the winning team.  In 
the event’s first year, 7 teams signed up to participate and the chapter plans to make this an 
annual event. 
 The chapter also hosted the annual ME Awards Banquet on April 6th.  This event is co-
hosted with the Mechanical Engineering department to recognize outstanding students and 
professors.  This is held during Awards Week for the university.  In order to help the Mechanical 
Engineering Department pay for the catered dinner, Pi Tau Sigma contacted seven industry 
sponsors.  GE Power & Water sponsored the event on a gold-level.  GE sent three representatives 
to the banquet and also provided the speaker for the event.  The speaker was Dr. Abhijit Som 
who is a design engineer for GE as well as a Gas Turbines teacher at Clemson University.  He 
briefly discussed his life experiences in mechanical engineering and discussed many tools for 
success.  Pi Tau Sigma is also responsible for the Eugene H. Bishop Award, which recognizes 
excellence in undergraduate teaching. The chapter polls the students of the department in order 
to select the winner. This year’s award went to Dr. Paul Joseph, who is very worthy of this 
award. 
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A special thanks to: 
 
Pi Tau Sigma, General Electric Power &Water, Eastman Chemical and 
the Department of Mechanical Engineering for Sponsoring this Event. 


	  


Welcome and Recognit ion of  Vis itors   Winston Reece 
 President, Pi Tau Sigma 
 


Dinner  
 


Introduct ion of  Presenter   Kenny Brown 
 Industry Representative, Pi Tau Sigma 
 


Presenter   Dr. Abhijit Som 
 GE Power & Water 
 


Recognit ion of  Init iates   Winston Reece 
 President, Pi Tau Sigma 
 
CES Awards   Dr. Melur Ramasubramanian 


Department Chair, Mechanical Engineering 
 


Departmental  Awards   Dr. Melur Ramasubramanian 
Department Chair, Mechanical Engineering 


 


Eugene  H.  Bishop Award  Lauren Carter 
Treasurer, Pi Tau Sigma 


 
Ken Roby Advis ing  Award Dr. Melur Ramasubramanian 


Department Chair, Mechanical Engineering 
 


ASME Awards  Glen Garrett 
                                                                                                        President, ASME 
 
 


C los ing  Remarks   Winston Reece 
 President, Pi Tau Sigma 
 


CES Awards  
Blue  Key Academic  & Leadership  Award  
 Matthew Welch Lexington, SC 
 


Hambright  Leadership  Award 
 Benjamin Curtis 


 
Mechanical  Engineering Departmental  Honors and 


Awards 
 


Scholast ic  Achievement  Awards  
Sophomores  


Matthew Gardner  
Kenneth Maassen  


Juniors  
Tyler Berkey           Myrtle Beach, SC 


 Matthew Chicky Clemson, SC 
 Laura Chopp Seattle, WA 


Helen Johnson    Mount Pleasant, SC 
 Guy Kemmann  Beaufort, SC 
 James Noel Greer, SC 
 Landon Stevenson Townville, SC 
 John Stone      


 
Seniors  


Hannah Aaronson Durham, NC 
Jacob Anderson Seneca, SC 
Elliot Bailey Greer, SC 
Alexander Bruno Greensboro, NC 
Laura Caruso York, SC 
Jordan Eysen Mt. Pleasant, SC 
Matthew Miller Elon, NC 
Justin Olshavsky Wexford, PA 
Anna Schleifer Clemson, SC 
Alice Stevens Lexington, SC 
Matthew Welch Lexington, SC 


 


Car l  Donner  Nelson,  Jr .  Award (Outstanding Junior) 
 Tyler Berkey  
 


James  H.  Sams Award (Outstanding Senior) 
Kenny Brown Mooresville, NC!


 


ASME Outstanding Student  Member    
 Glen Garrett  
 


Exce l lence  in  Engineer ing  Award 
Herbert Harrison  


  


Departmental  Masters  Award 
 Dhileep Thanjavur Kumar Thanjavur 
 


Departmental  Doctoral  Award 
 Rohan Galgalikar  
 


Graduate  Teaching Ass istant  Award 
 Steven Fredericks  
 


Eastman Chemical  Awards  for  Excel lence  
Undergraduate  
 Matthew Miller Elon, NC 
 Anna Schleifer Clemson, SC 
Graduate   
 Anthony Garland Clemson, SC 
 Jingyuan Yan Clemson, SC 
 Qing Mao Clemson, SC 
 Ali Fayazi Tehran, Iran 
 Nianfeng Wan Clemson, SC 
 Faculty  
 Dr. Gang Li Clemson, SC 
 Dr. Yue “Sohpie” Wang Clemson, SC 
Staff  
 Michael Justice Clemson, SC 
 
A group picture of the award recipients will be made immediately following the 
“Closing Remarks”. 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2015-2016 
 


 Clemson University Phi Kappa 
 A. Initiations 
Mechanical Engineering Students who rank in the top 15% of the senior class, 10% of the junior class, and 5% 
of the sophomore class are extended invitations to an interest meeting. To be eligible for initiation, students 
must also have successfully passed ME 2010 Statics and Dynamics. This class is the first ME class taken after 
completing the first year General Engineering program and is known to be one of the most challenging classes 
at Clemson. Implementing this requirement ensures that initiates are fully immersed in the rigorous ME 
curriculum and still maintaining an exceptional GPA. Attendance at the interest meeting and initiation ceremony 
and payment of dues are required to attain membership. 
 
At the interest meeting, the potential new members meet the officers and learn more about the organization at 
the interest meeting. There were three members initiated in the Fall on October 26, 2015. In the Spring 
semester, 19 were initiated on February 11, 2016 and two initiated on March 10, 2016. The second initiation in 
the Spring was to held to accommodate those who couldn’t attend the first initiation due to mandatory ME labs 
held that evening. The initiation ritual includes the secretary and treasurer leading the group of blindfolded 
initiates into the darkened room where the crest and insignia are illuminated. The president and vice president 
read the rituals and ASME code of ethics and initiates take the pledge. The ceremonies were followed by 
dinner provided by the chapter which allowed for time for the initiates to get to know one another and the 
officers.  
 
 B. Chapter Activities 
Our major chapter event is hosting the annual ME Department Awards Banquet. The banquet brings students, 
faculty, industry representatives, and university donors together to honor outstanding achievements by 
students and faculty in the department. Approximately 150 people were in attendance at the event this year on 
April 6, 2016. PTS was involved with the planning of nearly every aspect of the event from the keynote speaker 
to the menu choices. The officers worked with the department head to find a speaker from our external 
advisory board with an interesting and inspirational career. PTS collected student votes and comments to 
choose the professor to receive the annual award for excellence in teaching. The officers also reached out to 
industry contacts to obtain new financial sponsors to offset the costs of holding the banquet. The PTS officers 
acted as the emcees of the event, adding opening and closing remarks, introducing the keynote speaker, and 
presenting the professor award. The new initiates to PTS were also honored at the event.  
 
During Fall 2015, PTS members participated in the College of Engineering and Sciences annual 5K 
Fundraising Fit Run. In the Spring, PTS joined forces with ASME and ASHRAE to help put on a special career 
fair focused on industries hiring MEs and related majors. During chapter meetings, the president took note of 
comments regarding what students thought the department needed to improve on and brought this feedback to 
the ME undergraduate advisory board meeting. Financially, the board made a decision to switch banks to save 
the organization money in monthly banking fees. Throughout the year efforts were made to update old record 
keeping processes, including digitizing files and starting work on a new website. Plans are in the work for future 
events, including bringing back the Fall Student and Faculty Golf Tournament Fundraiser.  
 
 C. Other 
The Clemson Phi Kappa chapter used to be very active but in recent years appears to have lost its vigor. With 
a completely new leadership board, the officers had a steep learning curve. The board is already 
enthusiastically working to restore the organizations prominence on campus. This academic year produced 
triple the number of initiates as compared to the previous year due to improved advertisement and 
communication to the eligible students. The board plans to continue growing the organization in numbers, 
involvement, and reputation in 2016-2017. 


 








Clemson University Phi Kappa 
Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 
Chartered September 10, 1984.  Number 131. 


 
Goals for 2008-2009 


Our primary goal for this year was to increase overall membership and interest in our organization within 
Mechanical Engineering.  We did so by increasing advertising of events for the organization in order to 
differentiate our organization from the others that are not university related.  


Activities 
We continued to emphasize our relationship with faculty and staff by hosting a football tailgate before 
the Georgia Tech football game.  We also hosted a fund raising golf tournament to increase relations 
between students, faculty, and industry representatives who sponsored the tournament.  We held a fall 
and spring initiation.  Lastly in the spring we attended the national convention and hosted a end of school 
year social with a Big Wheel Racing competition which was a huge success and will be repeated for 
many years to come. 


Graduates 
Anna L Dentremont 
Benjamin Wright 
James Mathieson 
Stephen Young 
Devin Clancy 
Clifford Milner – December 2009 
Eric Fenimore – December 2009 


Awards & Recognition 
Clifford Glenn Milner – Outstanding Senior in Mechanical Engineering, CU 
Garrett Bounds  – Outstanding Junior in Mechanical Engineeering., CU 


Names of New Members 
Andrew Russey Williams 
Khuong Xuan Nguyen 
Ashby Clark Macon 
Michelle Christine Phillips 
Joel Robert Ellison 
Matthew Martin Torok 
Christopher Keith Fulghum 
Kristin Rene Tempel 
David Thomas Floyd 
James Redmond Lucas 
Chad Perry Rude 
Andrew Ryan McGovern 
Andrew Warren Pillman 
Janna Rebekah Sandel 
 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
We held a meeting with all the new officers to go over next years responsibilities and gave them this 
years officers contact info so they could ask questions next year as things go. 
 


Plans for 2009-2010 
Our chapter intends to continue to promote our organization and raise student awareness.  We plan to co-
host a social with ASME next fall. We will continue to host our freshman tutoring program and the 
departmental banquet. 


Chapter Officers  
President Andrew Werner < awerner@clemson.edu> 







Vice President Chris Fulghum 
Treasurer Andrew McGovern 
Social Chair Russ Williams 
Recording Secretary Janna Sandel 
Webmaster Shannon Ed 
 
 
 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Haqaq 


CONTACT INFORMATION 
awerner@Clemson.edu 
cmilner@clemson.edu 
http://people.clemson.edu/~pitsig/index.htm 


REPORTER 
Shannon Ed 
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Clemson Phi Kappa 2013-2014 


 A. Initiation  


At initiation, both new and current members are present. Current members wait inside a dimly lit 


room, sitting towards the back of the room. New initiates wait outside the room. At the start of 


initiation, initiates are led blindfolded into the room. The initiation then proceeds, with the 


traditional script being read by the president and vice-president. At the front of the room is a 


poster with both the coat of arms and the seal, so that the vice-president can point to symbols as 


he explains their meaning. 3 members were inducted on October 10, and 11 members were 


inducted on March 5.  


B. Chapter Activities  


Typically, Clemson holds a golf tournament in the fall as a fundraiser for the club. The majority 


of the money raised comes from a sponsorship provided by Michelin. Unfortunately, this year 


Michelin decided it would not be sponsoring the tournament. Our chapter tried to find other ways 


to raise money through the tournament, including pairing with Engineers Without Borders. Many 


of our initiates earned service hours going to local businesses to ask if they would be willing to 


participate or donate to the tournament. Ultimately though, we were unable to host a tournament.  


Clemson Phi Kappa did however host Clemson’s Mechanical Engineering awards banquet. Our 


organization brought in both sponsorships for the banquet and found speakers to present at the 


banquet. We had GE Power & Water sponsor the event and our guest speaker was Paul Kumler.  


Paul was previously the head of engineering at Boeing and Lockheed Martin and today he is 


President of KTM solutions.    


Additionally, Clemson Phi Kappa hosts monthly meetings which all of its members are 


encouraged to attend. One of our guest speakers this year was a professor at Clemson who gave a 


presentation on Mechatronics. Everyone stayed for well over an hour talking to the professor and 


I think it was a worthwhile event for everyone in attendance.  At other meetings, students would 


typically stick around for 20-30 minutes after the meeting had ended, often discussing classes, 


projects, and various other engineering-related topics 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2011‐2012 


Clemson Phi Kappa 


 


 


A. Initiations  


 


Dates: 


Fall:   September 26, 2011 


Spring:   February 20, 2012 


 


Selection: 


A prospective list of new initiates is given to us with the help of the undergraduate student 


coordinator.  The requirements to be a member for Pi Tau Sigma is the student needs to be in the  


top 15% of the senior class, the top 10% for the junior class, or the top 5% of the sophomore 


class.  After this recent National Convention, these criteria will change to eliminate sophomore 


selection and only select individuals who are at least juniors by ME credit hours. 


 


Initiation Procedure: 


The students are asked to wait outside the room until initiation is ready to begin.  They are 


blindfolded and required to walk in, holding hands, single file, and sit in the first rows.  The rest 


of the Pi Tau Sigma members are in the back listening.   The initiation procedure designated in 


the Pi Tau Sigma guidelines is followed as far as what needs to be said to the new initiates.   


Once the initiation is over, a small dinner is held for both the new initiates and the current 


members so that they can interact and meet one another, followed by the first meeting of the 


semester.   


 


Requirements from Initiates: 


The initiates know coming in that they are required to do a service project of some sort.  This can 


include helping the chapter with event planning or pursuing a philanthropy project. The initiates 


are also required to obtain signatures of recommendation from two ME professors. 


 


 


B. Chapter Activities  


 


Rube Goldberg Design Competition 


For the first time ever, Pi Tau Sigma and ASME co-hosted a Rube Goldberg Design 


Competition.  Pi Tau Sigma had 5 teams representing the organization, and ASME had 1.  Each 


team (of 3 – 5) was provided with a $40 budget from their respective organization, and the goal 


was to design a Rube Goldberg Machine that ultimately popped a balloon.  General Electric (GE) 


sponsored this event, providing prizes for the winning teams and sending industry 


representatives as judges.  Each team was provided with a list of rules/constraints that their 


machine must obey.  The teams were given their balloons the day of the competition, and extra 


points were given if the team’s machine managed to cause the balloon to rise in elevation as well 


as pop.  This event had one of the largest turnouts that any PTS-hosted event has ever had, and 


every team/spectator had an extremely good time.  Photos are inserted below. 







    
 


Annual Fundraiser (Golf Tournament): 


Every year in the fall we hold a golf tournament as a fundraiser for our Pi Tau Sigma chapter.  


This year was our tenth one.  We invite industry partners to play and sponsor the event.  These 


corporate sponsors are where 90% of the funds are raised.  Having industry representatives in the 


tournament allows for not only students and ME faculty to interact on a non-academic level, but 


it also allows for networking  opportunities for both the  students and companies playing in the 


tournament.   This year, we were fortunate enough to have both Michelin and Milliken, as well 


as two generous food providers, sponsor the tournament.  Milliken was our silver sponsor, 


providing us with a $250 sponsorship, and Michelin was a gold-level sponsor, providing us with 


a $500 sponsorship.  Additionally, the Hudson Bagel Company and Mellow Mushroom Pizza 


provided us with food and prizes.  We had a total of 16 players this year. 


 


National Convention: 


We sent two of our members to the national convention this year.  We used the Golf Tournament 


money to send our President (Michael LaCour) and our Vice President (Freddy DeAngelis).  


Freddy DeAngelis is going to transition to President next year, so we felt that it was appropriate 


to send him to National Convention to better understand PTS before he officially takes over this 


local chapter.  We had a wonderful time, and we gained multiple new ideas for fun activities next 


year, including cross-chapter career fairs, new local chapter officers, and more service project 


ideas.   The chapter worked with Clemson’s Student Government as well as the ME Department 


to help fund/organize the trip, although most of the funding came from the Golf Tournament 


money. 


 


Mechanical Engineering Awards Banquet: 


Pi Tau Sigma is responsible for hosting the annual awards banquet for the Department of 


Mechanical Engineering.  This is held in April, during the Awards Week for the university.  In 


order to help the Mechanical Engineering Department pay for the catered dinner, Pi Tau Sigma 


contacted more industry sponsors.  ExxonMobil sponsored us on the gold-level, and GE was our 


co-sponsor.  GE sent 3 representatives to the banquet, and ExxonMobil sent 2.  Both groups were 


able to interact with some of the top ME students in Clemson, and GE gave a short presentation 


about their Undergraduate Edison Program.  Pi Tau Sigma is also responsible for the Eugene H. 


Bishop Award, which recognizes excellence in undergraduate teaching. The chapter polls the 







students of the department in order to select the winner. This year’s award went to Dr. Donald 


Beasley, who is very worthy of this award. 


 


Facility Tours: 


Our chapter was fortunate enough to organize a facility tour during the Spring Semester.  


Specifically, we were able to send some of our members on a fully-funded guided tour of our 


local BMW facility, where we were able to see a BMW vehicle built from start to finish. 


 


C. Other  


 


The chapter has decided to change the officer titles and responsibilities around slightly.  Now, 


the Vice President will be automatically initiated as President the following year.  This will give 


the VP a full year to essentially shadow the current President, and thus when the President leaves 


(graduates), the VP will already have experience with running the organization.  Additionally, 


our Social Chair position has been re-titled “Industry Chair,” and this position is now solely 


responsible for communicating with industry representatives and sponsors to help get better 


sponsorship and  representation for the organization. 








Clemson Phi Kappa 2013 


A. Initiation 


At initiation, both new and current members are present. Current members wait inside a dimly lit 


room, sitting towards the back of the room. New initiates wait outside the room. At the start of 


initiation, initiates are led blindfolded into the room. The initiation then proceeds, with the 


traditional script being read by the president and vice-president. At the front of the room is a 


poster with both the coat of arms and the seal, so that the vice-president can point to symbols as 


he explains their meaning. 11 members were inducted on October 22, and 14 members were 


inducted on February 5. 


B. Chapter Activities 


Typically, Clemson holds a golf tournament in the fall as a fundraiser for the club. The majority 


of the money raised comes from a sponsorship provided by Michelin. Unfortunately, this year 


Michelin decided it would not be sponsoring the tournament. Our chapter tried to find other ways 


to raise money through the tournament, including pairing with Engineers Without Borders. Many 


of our initiates earned service hours going to local businesses to ask if they would be willing to 


participate or donate to the tournament. Ultimately though, we were unable to host a tournament. 


Clemson Phi Kappa did however host Clemson’s Mechanical Engineering awards banquet. Our 


organization brought in both sponsorships for the banquet and found speakers to present at the 


banquet. Clemson’s Pi Tau Sigma chapter was especially instrumental this year as we have a 


new department head, and the department head is generally very involved in planning the 


banquet. Even though some unforeseen difficulties arose, we still managed to host a great 


banquet and everything went smoothly. 


Additionally, Clemson Phi Kappa hosts monthly meetings which all of its members are 


encouraged to attend. This year, we had guest speakers at two of our meetings. In the fall, 


representatives from AFL telecommunications come to speak about their company and 


internship/co-op opportunities for students. Everyone stayed for well over an hour talking to the 


representatives about their company and asking general advice about working as an engineer. In 


the spring, the head of Clemson’s graduate program spoke to members about the benefits of 


graduate school and what Clemson’s graduate program has to offer students. At other meetings, 


students would typically stick around for 20-30 minutes after the meeting had ended, often 


discussing classes, projects, and various other engineering-related topics. 





